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The ongoing socio-economic 
scenario has placed three 
vital questions in front of 
India's coal dominated power 

industry. The first is to identify a new 
source to meet expanding energy 
demand; the second is to reduce the 
coal dependency, and the third is to 
be Atmanirbhar. While renewable 
energy is still insufficient to meet 
the country’s increasing power 
demand, India is keen to exploit the 
oil and gas medium. To cite a study, 
out of 91 trillion cubic feet of Indian 
gas reserves yet to be exploited, 76 
trillion cubic feet are thought to reside 
in offshore areas. ONGC and other 
organizations are already investing a 
chunk of money to expand the nation's 
offshore fields.     

However, setting up an offshore 
field is a highly critical and 
challenging task. The crew can face 
a range of difficult scenarios starting 
from natural calamities to different 
unforeseen events. To overcome these 
circumstances, the firms require a 
competent and highly experienced 
marine service provider to aid 
companies in a variety of activities 
ranging from surveying to pipeline 
maintenance and development 
with an ability to resist any given 
critical situation. This is where 
Vinayak Marine Service (VMS) 
with its top-notch crew boats and 
highly experienced team is making a 
difference.

Ravi Kapoor, Director, VMS says, 
“We introduce ourselves as one of the 
leading shipping companies having 
our fleet of crew boats operating 
in Indian coast offshore field and 
kept on growing then substantially 

and adding crew boats, which 
specializes in Crew Boat, Utility Boat, 
and WorkBoats business. VMS is a 
completely performance-oriented, 
quality-conscious company providing 
excellent services on schedule with 
devotion & commitment.” 

Top-notch Crew Boats
Incorporated in 2007, VMS has made 
rapid strides to develop it into a world-
class marine service provider, now the 
firm owns a fleet of crew boats that 
are equipped with the most advanced 
technology. “We are committed to 
achieving total customer satisfaction 
by giving our clients world-class 
services. Our continuous and never-
ending improvement attitude by 
a professional team with vast 
experience has enabled us to grow 
rapidly and vertically upwards,” 
mentions Mr Kapoor.

Being an ISO 9001:2015 certified 
firm, VMS ensures that the vessels 
are under the Indian Flag complying 
with the SPS code, which is a must 
for carrying pax in the offshore 
field. Today the crew boats of VMS 
are deployed for highly reputed PSU 
clients like ONGC and other ENC like 
L&T, Cairn India. Recently, the firm 
has also bagged long term contracts 
with ONGC. Today, VMS has more 

than 80 crew officers on board which 
includes certified Masters and Chief 
Engineer.

At every point, VMS ensures that 
the crew boats are well maintained 
and meet the safety standards while 
abiding with the HSE audit of the 
end-user. The efficient crew boats 
backed by a highly skilled team 
with a rich experience of working in 
critical conditions play a vital role in 
delivering the desired service while 
saving a lot of money for the end-user.

Corporate VMS Cricket Club
VMS Victors is an Amateur/Semi Pro 
Corporate Cricket Team initiated and 
owned by Mr Ravi Kapoor in 2008. 
What began as a weekend fun Cricket 
group has now turned into a family 
of passionate cricketers coming 
together to Play and Win tournaments 
throughout Mumbai. Today Team VMS 
is a force to reckon with on the local 
Cricket Circuit.

VMS Victors have also travelled to 
destinations within India and abroad, 
a destination like Dubai, Sharjah 
and Sri Lanka and have played with 
international cricketers. 
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